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Abstract

Approximate computing is an emerging area for trading off the accuracy of an application for improved performance, lower energy costs, and tolerance to unreliable hardware. However, care has to be taken to ensure that the approximations do not cause significant divergence from the reference implementation. Previous research has proposed various metrics to guarantee several relaxed notions of safety for the design and verification of such approximate applications. However, current approximation verification approaches often lack in either precision or automation. On one end of the spectrum, type-based approaches lack precision, while on the other, proofs in interactive theorem provers require significant manual effort.

In this work, we apply automated differential program verification (as implemented in SymDiff) for reasoning about approximations. We show that mutual summaries naturally express many relaxed specifications for approximations, and SMT-based checking and invariant inference can substantially automate the verification of such specifications. We demonstrate that the framework significantly improves automation compared to previous work on using Coq. Our results indicate the feasibility of applying automated verification to the domain of approximate computing in a cost-effective manner.

1. Introduction

Continuous improvements in per-transistor speed and energy efficiency are fading, while we face increasingly important concerns of power and energy consumption, along with ambitious performance goals. The emerging area of approximate computing aims at lowering the computational effort (e.g., energy) of an application through controlled (small) deviations from the intended results. There is a growing need to develop formal and automated techniques that allow approximate computing trade-offs to be explored by developers.

Prior research has ranged from the use of types [18], static reliability analysis [8] or interactive theorem provers [7] to study the effects of approximations while also providing formal guarantees. While these techniques have significantly increased the potential to employ approximate computing in practice, a drawback is that they either lack the required level of precision or degree of automation. More importantly, these works do not harness the continuous advances in Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [5] based automatic software verification [3, 15]. SMT-based approaches have the potential of providing a good balance of precision and scalability, without sacrificing automation, at least for a large class of programs written in imperative languages such as C/C++, Java, or C#.

In this work, we apply automated differential program verification [10, 13] (implemented in SymDiff [12]) towards the problem of logical reasoning about program approximations. Previous work has shown that structural similarity of closely-related programs can be exploited to perform automated verification of relative safety for assertions [13]. Although formalisms based on Relational Hoare Logic [6] have been around for reasoning about relational properties, such verifiers are mostly based on interactive theorem provers (e.g., Coq [1]). This precludes leveraging automatic verification condition generation [4], SMT-based checking, and invariant inference. In this work, we unify two ideas in SymDiff to harness the power of SMT solvers towards differential verification.

2. Differential Program Verification

We briefly cover our recent works on differential program verification [10, 13] to verify (relational) properties over two programs, as implemented in the SymDiff tool [12]. SymDiff uses mutual summaries [10] as a specification mechanism for relational properties. Given two versions of a procedure, a mutual summary covers approximations due to truncating loops, unreliable memory, and relative memory safety [13]. Overall, their proofs for three examples required around 955 lines of Coq proof script — this makes it difficult to scale the effort to larger programs or hundreds of such programs. In contrast, our verification in SymDiff requires less than 10 lines of specifications.

\[ \text{old}(v1.g = v2.g) \Rightarrow v1.g \leq v2.g. \]

1 We distinguish from approaches that provide provide probabilistic guarantees regarding approximations [8].

2 More details can be found in an accompanying technical report [14].
function RelaxedEq(x:int, y:int) returns (bool) {
(x <= 10 & & x == y) || (x > 10 & & y >= 10)
}

procedure swish(max_r:int, N:int) returns (num_r:int) {
old_max := max_r; havoc max_r;
assume RelaxedEq(old_max, max_r);
num_r := 0;
while (num_r < max_r & & num_r < N)
num_r := num_r + 1;
return;
}

function A(i:int, j:int) returns (int);
const e:int; axiom e >= 0;
function RelaxedEq(x:int, y:int) returns (bool) {
(x <= y + e & & y <= x + e)
}

procedure lu(j:int, N:int, max0:int) returns (max:int, p:int) {
i := j+i; max := max0;
while (i < N) {
a := A(i, j);
old_a := a; havoc a; assume RelaxedEq(old_a, a);
if (a > max) {
max := a; p := i;
}
i := i + 1;
}
return;
}

Figure 1. Swish++ Example

Figure 2. LU Decomposition Example

Relaxed Specification The relaxed specification (akin to acceptability property [7, 17]) can be expressed as a mutual summary over the original and approximate version (prefixed with v1. and v2, respectively) of swish as follows:

\[ \text{old}(v1.\text{max}_r = v2.\text{max}_r \land v1.N = v2.N) \Rightarrow v1.\text{RelaxedEq}(v1.\text{num}_r, v2.\text{num}_r). \]

The user only has to specify the postcondition

\[ \text{ensures} v1.\text{RelaxedEq}(v1.\text{num}_r, v2.\text{num}_r) \]

for MS v1.swish v2.swish, since the antecedent (with equalities) is already present for the top-level procedures.

Verification We required few additional intermediate specifications (beyond the relaxed specification) for the proof. Recall that loops are automatically extracted as tail-recursive procedures in SymDiff. The additional intermediate specification is the relational expression v1.RelaxedEq(v1.\text{num}_r, v2.\text{num}_r) as both requires and ensures for the product of the two loop-extracted procedures. All the remaining invariants are automatically inferred. In comparison, the Coq proof comprised of 330 lines of proof script.

3.2 Approximate Memory and Data Type

Fig. 2 gives a portion of the LU Decomposition algorithm implemented in SciMark2 benchmark suite [2]. The algorithm computes the index of the pivot row \( p \) for a column \( j \), where the pivot row contains the maximum value among all rows in the column. It returns the index \( p \) of the pivot in addition to the value of the maximum element in column \( j \).

Approximation The underlined statements model the introduction of an error value \( e \) if the matrix is stored in approximate memory [16]. As before, the predicate RelaxedEq denotes the relationship between the original and approximate value read from the memory, which are bounded by a non-negative constant \( e \).

Relaxed Specification Similar to Swish++, the relaxed specification for the pair of lu procedures is specified by the postcondition on MS v1.lu v2.lu:

\[ \text{ensures} \text{RelaxedEq}(v1.\text{max}, v2.\text{max}). \]

Verification The only additional intermediate specifications are the expression v1.RelaxedEq(v1.\text{max}, v2.\text{max}) as both requires and ensures for the product of the two loop-extracted procedures, which is similar to the previous example. Remaining invariants are automatically inferred. In comparison, the Coq proof comprised of 315 lines of proof script.

3. Acceptability of Approximate Programs

We illustrate the application of differential verification towards two examples from a recent work by Carbin et al. [7]. The authors developed a special-purpose language to specify the transformations and reason about the relaxed specifications. They used the general purpose Coq theorem prover [1] to discharge proof obligations; each proof required roughly 300 lines of proof scripts according to the authors. By leveraging existing program verifiers and SMT solvers, we obtain the proofs almost completely automatically. In both cases, the final verification takes less than a second.

3.1 Dynamic Knobs

Fig. 1 gives the example from an open-source search engine Swish++. The approximation (referred to as Dynamic Knobs) allows the search engine to trade-off the number of search results to display to the user under heavy server load. The approximation is justified as users are typically interested in the top few results, and care more about the performance of displaying the search results. The program swish takes as input (a) a threshold for the maximum number of results to display \( \text{max}_r \) and (b) the total number of search results \( N \). It returns the number \( \text{num}_r \) denoting the actual number of results to display, which has to be bounded by \( \text{max}_r \) and \( N \).

Approximation The underlined statements denote the approximation that non-deterministically changes the threshold to a possibly smaller number, without suppressing the top few (10 in this case) results. The predicate RelaxedEq denotes the relationship between the original and the approximate value — the important part is that approximate value has to be at least 10 when the original value exceeds 10.

3 Details of other examples and benchmarks can be found at http://1drv.ms/1A5wuJ
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